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Introduction from the Editor
This edition is due to come out on the day of the AGM., the beginning of a new year for U3A. Why not
make it a personal new start and join one of the interest groups? Clive Barrett has begun a series featuring
the individual interest groups with an item on the Church Visiting group.  There are plenty of examples in
this magazine of the various trips and events you can join. We hope you will be inspired to phone one of the
Group Leaders in the list below .

  In Make the most of your bus pass part III  you will find the nearest thing to a scoop I am likely to get.
When I phoned Powys County Council to see if the through bus to Cardiff had yet started, they told me it is
due to start on Monday 5th March. I hope you can read the timetable - I am afraid I had to cut the codes off
to get it anything like an acceptable size, but it is still very small. Please check your trip by phoning 0871
2002233. At the time of writing ( Sat 3rd) the timetables were not yet available on line but should be there
soon. Does anyone fancy writing an article for Borderlines on how they did make the most of their bus pass?

My thanks to the contributors this month who include: Clive Barrett; Adele Bevan; Mary Davies; Penny
Everett; Patsy Godfrey; Pam Mills; Humphrey Morgan; Elisabeth and Roy Owens and Fay Ramsden.

Best wishes, Margaret

Please remember Barbara and I are always looking out for interesting articles for the website and
Borderlines. Our emails are:

barbara@u3a-llandrindod.org.uk
margaret@u3a-llandrindod.org.uk

Erratum(December edition)

Terry Barry was correctly named in the picture caption relating to the U3A Challenge , but the text refers to
him as Parry. Sorry, Terry.

 The picture captioned Dewston Gardens should have read Dewstow Gardens - I misread the handwriting.
This was pointed out by Midge, who has a family connection with the property.
Cover story. Snowdrops at Chirk Castle.

28 members had a thoroughly enjoyable time visiting in February. Photograph: Fay Ramsden



  THEATRE GROUP
    EVENT: THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
    VENUE: RSC STRATFORD UPON AVON
    DATE: 16 FEBRUARY 2012
    ORGANISER: HANS LICHTENSTEIN

On the coach on the return journey, Hans cast his eyes around to ask someone to
do a write-up on the The Taming of the Shrew and he decided to ask me – type-
casting or what ! ……………………
We were blessed with a mild spring like day, which allowed on arrival at around
11 am, the opportunity for a leisurely stroll by the river – or the dash to M&S,
with time for lunch before the performance which began at 1.15 pm.
The Café at the RSC offers tables and benches riverside but not very inspiring
catering.  The Rooftop Restaurant has a small area for coffee with views over

the rooftops and a set menu for theatregoers with time constraints (2 courses for £15.50).  You need to book
in advance to be sure of a table.
The new Auditorium is surprisingly intimate – our party were spread out in various places but I think every-
one had a good view.  The staging was in modern dress and sparse – a dirty looking floor cover and a back-
drop of grey folding doors –  but it certainly came alive once peopled with the main players and a motley
collection of hangers on who all took their roles to the best advantage.  Direction was robust, fast paced and
earthy (some might say vulgar).  Indeed, Christopher Sly,( Nick Holder) a character from “The Induction”
made the most of his role – at times running about the stage dressed only in a grubby T-shirt and strategical-
ly placed saucepan.  Katherina (Lisa Dillon) faced the world with a cigarette in one hand and a stiff drink in
the other.  At one point, she took the opportunity to demonstrate her contempt and defiance of Petruchio
(David Caves) by bunching up her skirts and pee’ing on the floor !
Petruchio, unperturbed, carried on with his venal plan to wed Katherina on the basis that her dowry would
make him a wealthy man.  He remained cool in the face of adversity, never phased by her outbursts, both
verbal and physical, brought on by her frustration and anger at the position in which she found herself; that
of the older sister who needed to be married off before the younger sister could find herself a suitor.
On the face of it, this play is an affront to women’s liberation but, in this production they just seemed to me
ultimately well matched, and probably went on to have a long and happy married life.  Discuss.
Words and Photo by Penny Everett

There has been a lot of discussion since the trip on whether the director’s approach was unacceptably
bawdy. Patsy Godfrey puts the play into historical context for us.

 The earliest reference to ‘The Taming of the Shrew’ is 1594.
Until 1599, the most popular actor was Will Kemp whose ‘jigs’ were highly obscene,  culminating in his last
performance for Shakespeare’s Chamberlain Men as a bawdy Falstaff in Henry IV pt. 1 &2 . Consequently,
Falstaff,  although promised a return in Henry IV pt.2 ,  does not appear in Henry V, together with Will
Kemp.
That Shakespeare  resolved, thereon,  to dismiss his great jester’s ’fat meat ’  from  ‘Earth to Arthur’s
bosom’  is interesting.



Our trip to Oxford.

It was Tuesday 1st November. Despite being used to the change in the hour we had to set the alarm for an
early start to our coach trip to Oxford; lie- ins are one of the best features of retirement.
The weather was fantastic – really autumnal but with beautiful blue sky, a good sign for my second trip to
the Oxford spires. The back seat of Celtic Travel’s coach was too luxurious to remind me of Sunday School
outings (and my companion wanted to sleep rather than sing!) and we were all grateful for the coffee stop
(euphemism) in Great Malvern. Patsy had researched the Foley Arms and had obviously chosen it for the
most amazing “Ladies” room – very opulent – rather than the wonderful views of the hills!
Patsy’s handout on the landmarks of our tour was interesting and informative and useful to read before
rather than after the trip. The beautiful college buildings and the interior of Christchurch Cathedral did not
disappoint and students surely feel very privileged to study in such an atmosphere. Jim and Elaine were, of
course, excellent guides and reinforced what I remembered from our last visit and particularly Jim’s
excellent talk on Lewis Carroll. I shall not forget that little green door in the wall to the Dean’s garden. Tea
in the Great Hall was still a novelty, with the great and good gazing down on us (though it does remind me
of my five and a half years incarcerated in boarding school).
Patsy arranged an excellent day out for us all – including the weather. Where next? Many thanks.

Text by Mary Davies, Photographs by Pam Mills

WESTONBIRT, THE NATIONAL ARBORETUM

At 8am on the 21st October we had a full coach to go to Westonbirt and enjoyed another of
Fay’s well organised trips. She had thoughtfully reserved motorised wheelchairs for those
who needed them.

There was time for coffee and a snack before our morning tour of the ‘Old Arboretum’ led
by a very knowledgeable and genial guide who explained the origins of the arboretum which
was created in the 1850s by 21year old Robert Holford, the son of a wealthy landowning
family, a man with vision and an artistic eye. He even removed and rebuilt a village to
achieve the planned vistas from the grand Victorian mansion. The 600 acres and 16,000 trees
are now managed by the Forestry Commission.

Our guide was a local volunteer and we even had one of his colleagues as a ‘sweeper’ to
make sure no-one got lost.   He showed us tall, stately trees 160 years old, rare trees, trees
that were considered extinct, low trees, towering trees, tangled trees, trees with fused
branches, unusual trees and quirky trees such as the ‘toffee-apple tree’ (the Katsura from
Japan) with its distinctive aroma released as the leaves die back in autumn.  We were lucky
to be there just in time.  A few rarities such as the Wollemi pine from Australia are only



released by the country of origin
on the condition that any profit
from cuttings is returned to the
donor.  The 100 or so
‘Champion trees’ with blue
labels are the most exceptional
of their kind in Britain.

At the end of our tour we were
free to explore and wander over
the whole of the estate, most of
which was Silk Wood, an
ancient wood, part remaining
wild, with native tree collections
now interspersed by main rides

and drives. Meandering lanes
are everywhere leading one to
surprising glades, one of
which holds the National
Collection of Japanese Maples
of some 250 different
cultivated forms.
Just before we left at the end
of the afternoon we saw
technicians and presenters
setting up to film an edition of
the TV series Autumn Watch.
It was a really delightful day
out in pleasant weather.

HM

Text by Humphrey Morgan

Photographs by Fay Ramsden
and Humphrey Morgan

A helpful website is
www.thewestonbirtmap.org.uk



Make the most of your bus pass  - part III



AU REVOI DOMPIERRE LES EGLISES

Au revoir to a place special in the Haute Vienne
Where the church of St Peter and St Paul stands proud
The people so gentile, agreeable and cordial
Accommodating without reward “ce n’est rien”

Au revoir to my garden with a magnificent view
A gentle breeze kisses as I breathe sweet scented air
Autumnal colours of yellow, burnt orange and red
Paint the rural landscape mixed with shades of green
He mown grass now lush rinsed with the sort dew.

Au revoir a la route from L’age to Plaisance
Sun setting soft and yellow, its task complete
The hidden lake mirroring the beauty around
Water then ripples like whorls, the image gone
Madam harvesting her produce casts a glance.

Au revoir a la route from La Tuilerie empty and alone
Tree lined with horse chestnut, silver birch and oak
Whispering together as the wind rustles their leaves
A raucous caw of a jet black rook breaks the silence
In a field my golden Limousin friends freely roam.

Au revoir ‘tis time to return to the Pays de Galle
Little house shutters green, cocooned winter’s near
I stand expectantly for the rise of the glorious sun
Eclipsed by powder blue sky with tints of orange
A yearning languishes as I leave my heart here.

So it is not Au revoir but A bientot ! as I dream of my
retour.

R Owens 24.10.2011

THE MOUNTAIN ROAD TO
BRECON

Sun shining across the land
Just as Mother Nature planned
Sheep content to crop the grass,
Sweet from rain; as we pass
Cud chewing perambulation.
Constant feeding without ration
Cropping as they roam.
The mountain is their home.

The Beacons up on high,
Majestically slumbering lie,
Swathed in chiffon mist.
Iridescent, mysterious, kissed
By November sunshine,
clothed in raiment fine.

Rain clouds gather grey and low,
Darker, greyer, as they go.
Crowning peaks now dark,
obscure, brooding, stark.
As the month passes by,
Cold winds blow on high.

Soon the icy blast will bite.
The land dressed in mantle white.
Sheep moved to the lower ground,
From drifts kept safe and sound.
Winter winds will blow and moan.
Folk rest by hearth and home.

E Owens. 26.11.2011

Poetry Page



.
CLIVE BARRETT SPOTLIGHTS THE INTEREST GROUPS--- STARTING WITH…

 THE CHURCH VISITING GROUP.

                                           At present there are up to 15 members of this popular visiting group.
They meet every third Wednesday of the month at 10a.m. at the Lakeside, they share transport and
on each excursion visit at least two churches within a forty mile radius of Llandrindod Wells.  The
group’s intention is to look at the architectural development of each church and to hear something
of it’s history in a very informal and relaxed manner. Over the past two years or more the members,
under the leadership of Robert Bevan, have visited over 50 churches ranging from humble remote
buildings to a cathedral and an abbey. They have studied ancient screens at Llananno and Ludlow,
intricately carved Norman fonts in Herefordshire, plus many other hidden treasures in the
fascinating churches of the other counties visited, namely Powys and Shropshire. The splendid
churches of Weobley and Presteigne, and the isolated rural churches of Capel-y Ffin and Cascob
have also been visited. What a wonderful way to spend the third Wednesday of each month, in the
company of like minded people, who also enjoy a convivial pub lunch at the end of a gruelling day
of culture!!!!
                                         To bring U3A members right up to date, for their February expedition the
Church Visiting Group visited churches near Hay on Wye.  Numbering a dozen members they had
a chance to see the rare wooden effigy of a 13th Century monk at Clifford, and a finely decorated
Norman font at Cusop. At the latter there is also an interesting memorial to a young Dissenting
preacher, who died of injuries received at the hands of the Hay mob who clearly took exception to
his preaching!!!!   On a coldish day Robert Bevan and group took shelter at the Baskerville Arms in
Clyro, where they regaled themselves with good food and fellowship as well as a drink or two. The
group’s next meeting is on Wednesday March 21st when they will hope to take in churches in the
Llandovery area.

L-R Patsy Godfrey, Annette Maund, Eirlys Hodges, Margaret Easteal, Gareth Davies, Christine and Max
Booker, Robert Bevan, Freda Horsfield, Hans Lichtenstein and Tony Hodges.

The Church Visiting Group at Clifford Church. Photo by Adele Bevan


